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This is my first tutorial, hope I can help, and here's the
download link.... http://www.fro-snowchris.com/2008/01/28/
step-by-step-how-to-make-your-own-frozen-candy-wrap.html
I did all this, but I don't read English very well, so I'm hoping

someone can answer my questions: 1) How do I make my
own sweet snow? 2) How do I make frosting for ice cream?

3) How do I use duct tape? 4) How do I make my own
lollipop? I know it's a little complicated, but how do you

handle it 1) How do I make my own candy snow? 2) How can
I do this with my iPhone? 3) Is there a tutorial somewhere?

4) How can I make this with my iPad? / 5) How can you
decorate your snow? I want to make snow at my Harry Potter
parties. The first step is to create a new project, or you can
use an existing project if you previously created one. In the
new project, go to the "Design" section. Click the "Create"

button and select "Snowflakes." You'll get a dialog box with a
choice of snowflake shapes. If you choose a round design,

the snowflakes will be round and will only be arranged
vertically. This way you can get snowflakes without patterns.

You can choose a pattern with patterns (Fig. 3.23). In this
case, the snowflakes will be placed anywhere on the screen,
you can place the snowflakes vertically and horizontally, if

you want. To create a snowflake with patterns, select a
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drawing. To insert asterisks into the drawing, select the
asterisk icon in the Patterns panel. To insert snowflakes for
the New Year site design, you need to select the Snowflake
icon. The result should be snowflakes like this on the site.

Snowflakes with patterns can be inserted in any number. The
default number of snowflakes is three, but you can change
that number. To change the number of snowflakes in the

"Patterns" panel, click on the "Zero" icon. To cancel
changing the number of snowflakes, click the Plus icon. On

the "Patterns" panel, you can create different snowflake
patterns. To do this, click on the "New Pattern" icon. The

"New Pattern" dialog box will appear on the screen (Figure
8.4). In the "Pattern" field enter the name of the pattern and

click on the "Next" button. Fig. 8.4. The "New pattern"
dialog window If the checkbox "Create new pattern" is

checked in the previous window, then the new pattern will be
created. To save the created pattern you should click on the

button "Done". The dialog box "New pattern" will be
displayed on the screen (Figure 8.5). In this dialog box you
can specify the name of the created pattern (Fig. 8.6). Fig.

8.5. The "New pattern" dialog window, fig. 8.6. To continue
the process of creating a new pattern, click the "Next" button.

If you want to save this pattern, you must click "Save",
otherwise click "Cancel". In the latter case, the pattern will

not be saved and the pattern will be created anew, and in the
"New Pattern" dialog box the "Create new pattern" checkbox
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will be checked.
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